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Funding and Data Entry
Train the Trainer refresher
Inventory Updates
New Name for Panorama
Panorama User Group
Investigations documentation in Panorama
Communications Log
Client upload
New Login

Funding and data entry
Just a reminder that funding in Panorama is related to the Organization. For some immunizations it is
also related to the reason. Funding for administered immunizations must have an organization type of:
a. Public Health
b. Home Care
c. Occupational Health (Regional Health Authority only, non RHA Occupational Health orgs will
not be considered for funding)
d. Long Term Care
Manitoba Health, Seniors and Active Living will be sending a notice out to the regions shortly regarding
the appropriate way to document immunizations in Panorama.

Train the Trainer refresher
The Panorama Support Team is planning to provide a WebEx facilitated session for current and future
trainers. We hope to offer this session before the end of the year. If you have any suggestions for the
agenda or would like to help with the planning and execution of this refresher, please contact Arielle
(agoldmansmith@manitoba-ehealth.ca), Jacquie (JSarna@manitoba-ehealth.ca), or Ruth
(RDeane@wrha.mb.ca). Please share lessons learned with us, so we can share with all.

Inventory updates
a.

QRC 4.10 Adverse Storage Conditions has been updated to include what to do if Naloxone kits have
experienced adverse storage conditions. It has also been updated with instructions on how to
document product that has previously been exposed to an adverse storage condition.

b. There are two Engerix B products in Panorama, please order catalogue item 1715109 HB Adult 1.0 ml
vial-1/box (Global Export Pack) first.

c. Please do not add diluent to requisitions in Panorama. Diluents are added automatically to an order.
d. Reminder to return expired vaccines as per QRC 4.9. Currently there are 289 rows of expired product

in Operational Holding Point Locations across the province. Timing your monthly inventory count
(QRC 4.8) to occur immediately after returning expired vaccines will keep your holding point location
inventory current, will reduce the possibility of a client being immunized with expired product, and will
negate the need perform a separate quantity on hand adjustment for the return.

New name for Panorama
It is not customary to adopt the vendor’s product name with a local application. Panorama has been used in
different ways in Canada, and is now being used in international locations. We would like to distinguish our
implementation in Manitoba, as needs and benefits in Manitoba are as much related to how we have
implemented the system, as opposed to the software itself. Please submit new name suggestions to Kathy
Koschik (KKOSCHIK@manitoba-ehealth.ca) before the end of December. We would like to ‘unveil’ the new
name in 2018.

Panorama User Group
The Panorama user group meets quarterly and is a forum for users to share successes, problem solve issues
and propose changes to Panorama related workflows or functions. Each region has a representative on the
Panorama User group. If you would like to participate or have something that you would like brought
forward to the group, please contact your current peer supporter or trainer to discuss.

Investigations documentation in Panorama
September 1, 2017 was the ‘go live’ date for entering data into the investigations module in Panorama.
Manitoba Health Surveillance Unit staff has started entering gonorrhea, chlamydia and syphilis laboratory
reports and investigation forms. Many thanks to Lexie, Luiz, Iris, Gabriella, Marietta, Leanna and Colleen for
all of your hard work. You will now notice that there is a tile on the Panorama website that contains QRCs
for Investigations.

Communications Log
The communications log functionality has been implemented to support secure and timely after hours
communication between Medical Officers of Health. You will also notice that they now have their own tile on
the Panorama website that contains a QRC for this functionality.

Client Upload
Just a reminder to always check your client upload file and reconcile any obviously incorrect PHIN numbers
prior to upload. This is important to avoid creating unwanted duplicate client records. Please also try to
correct any incorrect PHIN numbers prior to ‘re-uploading’.

New log in
Panorama will have a new look
for the log in screen. Soon it will
appear like this:

